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Earth Science Week 2021 Photography Contest winning entry by Peter Lee, from Montrose, California.

Cover image: From the back deck of the R/V Sikuliaq, scientists and crew members deploy a research mooring along the
Washington Line of the Ocean Observatories Initiative Endurance Array. Credit: Issie Corvi, for AGI’s 2017 Life as a Geoscientist contest.
For direct links to more information on the many programs, opportunities, resources, and initiatives mentioned here, see
the report online at https://www.americangeosciences.org/annual-report.

LETTER TO OUR STAKEHOLDERS
Because our success is possible only in partnership with
professionals like you, our message here is one of gratitude. Thank you for the important part you played in the
advances made by the American Geosciences Institute
(AGI) and the wider geoscience community in the uniquely
challenging past year.
Our friends and supporters are too numerous to count,
including AGI member societies, additional nonprofit
leaders, government partners, private-sector collaborators, researchers, educators, students, and a variety of
other geoscience community members. With your help,
we achieved significant gains for the more than quartermillion geoscientists that AGI represents worldwide.
Even as the coronavirus pandemic raised barriers throughout the past fiscal year, from October 2020 through September 2021, we worked together to keep the geosciences
moving forward:
•

•

We strengthened the preparation of the next generation of geoscientists with the release of the National
Science Foundation-sponsored Vision and Change in the
Geosciences: The Future of Undergraduate Geoscience
Education, incorporating inputs from more than
1,000 members of the geoscience community.
Breathing new life into K–12 education and outreach,
AGI expanded its use of virtual formats in professional
development for educators such as the AGI/ExxonMobil Geoscience and STEM Teacher Leadership Academy and Virtual Contexts for Environmental Exploration workshops.

•

We extended our National Science Foundation-sponsored Geoscience COVID‑19 Study through March
2022, generating and disseminating findings on how
the pandemic is changing geoscientists’ work and shaping students’ achievement and early-career trajectories.

•

Addressing issues of diversity, equity, and inclusion
through a collaborative approach, AGI released a new
Framework for Addressing Racial and Ethnic Equity in
Geosciences Professional Societies, crafted by representatives from AGI member societies and signed onto by
more than a dozen organizations to date.

•

We connected geoscience job seekers with employers
through our new Geoscience Job Center, updated
daily with opportunities across geoscientific disciplines
and sectors.

•

The 24th annual Earth Science Week explored the timely
theme of “Water Today and for the Future” with innovations including the Earth Science Week Online Toolkit,
an Earth Science Week Webinar Series, and a growing
list of international opportunities.

•

Despite challenges posed by the pandemic, AGI continued uninterrupted production of GeoRef, which now
features references to more than 4.3 million publications
in 44 languages.

•

And we made a difference in the lives of aspiring geoscientists like Israel Jaramillo, recipient of the first AGI
Scholarship for Advancing Diversity in the Geoscience
Profession, who began his graduate studies at the Colorado School of Mines this past fall.

These are just a handful of the opportunities, resources,
and benefits that your partnership with AGI has helped to
make possible for geoscientists. Thanks to the strength of
our federation, members of AGI member societies, associate
organizations, and liaison organizations are first in line for
many of these programs and services.
But AGI’s work has never been only about looking back.
Like you, we are focused on the future, and we look forward
to events and transformative discussions this coming year
about the vital role of sustainability as a unifying framework
for the geosciences. We hope you will continue working
with us to fortify the geoscience community, grow opportunities for geoscientists, and use geoscience to help build
a more prosperous and sustainable world. Thank you again
for your ongoing support.

Paul Weimer, Ph.D.
AGI President

Jonathan Arthur, Ph.D.
Executive Director

Image credits courtesy of pictured individuals, except as follows: Jon Arthur photo: AGI/Geoff Camphire
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CHEERS
“The Paleontological Society has benefitted

“AGI for me represents the best of the

Sandra J. Carlson,
Professor of Earth and
Planetary Sciences, The
University of California,
Davis, and PastPresident, The
Paleontological Society

Eric M. Riggs, Dean and
Professor of Geology,
College of Natural
Resources and Sciences,
Cal Poly Humboldt

greatly by partnering with AGI in two
important annual activities: participating
in Geoscience Congressional Visits Day
and offering a Summer Geoscience
Policy internship. The science and policy
knowledge, experience, and mentoring that
AGI has provided to Paleontological Society
student members in particular has been
timely, practical, and extremely valuable.
Strengthening collaborations between
paleontology and the other geosciences
is essential to foster vital interdisciplinary
research and service. Encompassing so many
diverse geoscience disciplines, AGI offers a
welcome home for all Earth scientists.”

geosciences community, bringing together
all federated and allied scientific societies
in our field with one voice. I have always
appreciated the broad and inclusive reach
of the AGI community, finding common
purpose and common messages across all the
disciplines and sectors of the Earth sciences.
No other entity understands our collective
workforce and educational needs as well or
is as capable of being a strong messenger
of our perspective and insights to policy
makers, industry leaders, and the public. My
time working with AGI remains one of the
highlights of my career.”

Sandra J. Carlson

Eric M. Riggs

“AGI is the premier voice for communicating the importance

of geoscience and geoscientists in solving problems of Earth
and its inhabitants. AGI’s collaborative leadership in science,
communication, and leveling the playing field for all who would
like to participate are important complements to the work
of individual geoscientific societies, including the American
Association of Petroleum Geologists. On a personal level,
the publications and outreach of AGI provide unique value
to my career, so I am grateful for AGI’s continuous focus on
future needs.”
Gretchen Gillis, President, American Association of Petroleum Geologists
Image use courtesy of pictured individuals.
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Gretchen Gillis

Credit: Shutterstock/Sergey Nivens

AGI BY THE NUMBERS

1,872

Participants in AGI’s Geoscience COVID‑19 Study gauging the pandemic’s
impact on geoscience

86,000

References added to the GeoRef bibliographic database in 2021, bringing the
total to more than 4.3 million

22,359

Users of Vision and Change in the Geosciences: The Future of Undergraduate
Geoscience Education website, including 3,296 downloads of the report from
55 countries

35

Geoscience Online Learning Initiative (GOLI) on-demand online
courses available

512,095

Page views on the Earth Science Week web site, providing learning resources
for students and educators

22

Earth science teachers from 12 states who received professional development
AGI/ExxonMobil Geoscience and STEM Teacher Leadership Academy

36

Organizational partners engaged directly with AGI in the 24th annual Earth
Science Week, which included four new webinars on the theme of water

8

New webinars for geoscience educators as part of the Next Generation
Science Standards in Earth and Space Science Working Group, an ongoing
collaboration of AGI with the National Association of Geoscience Teachers and
the National Earth Science Teachers Association, in a series that in six years has
generated over 45 webinars
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GEOSCIENCE PROFESSION AND HIGHER EDUCATION

Between January and August 2021, over one-third of employers reported expectations of better financial performance
relative to 2020, and between 37% and 54% of employers
reported similar expectations of financial performance to
2020. By August 2021, nearly one-quarter of employers
reported expectations of better financial performance relative
to pre-pandemic times, and nearly one-third reported lower
expectations of performance.

With the exception of March, July, and August 2021, less
than one-quarter of employers reported receiving financial
assistance in 2021. Federal assistance comprised the majority of aid received, followed by state and local aid, and then
investment by business owners into their companies.

•

•

https://www.americangeosciences.org/workforce/goli

The Geoscience Online Learning Initiative (GOLI) is an initiative by the American Geosciences
Institute, started in cooperation with the American Institute of Professional Geologists, to provide a
platform for on-demand, life-long learning and continuing education opportunities in the geosciences. GOLI consists of live webinar events and self-paced on-demand online courses. Interested
individuals can register to attend live webinar events where participants interact with content
experts and earn CEUs for their attendance. GOLI courses provide learners with the flexibility to
actively self-pace their progress, since on-demand courses do not have a set schedule like traditional
academic semester-based courses. GOLI courses are brought to you via the OpenedX Learning
Management System (LMS) through which learners are able to browse course descriptions, enroll
in specific courses, access content, and complete any course free of charge. Learners who complete
courses offered through the GOLI platform with a passing grade of 70% or higher are eligible to
purchase Continuing Education Units (CEUs) for a nominal fee.
• An Introduction to Professional Writing for
Geoscience Careers
• Communicating Cascadia’s Earthquake Risk
• Basics of Seismic Petroleum Exploration for
New Hires

• Planning for Coastal Storm and Erosion Hazards
• Best Practices in Mineral Resource Estimation
& Reporting
• Professionalism and Geoethics: Creating a Workplace
Environment Where Everyone Can Succeed

Credit: AGI, data from AGI’s Geoscience COVID-19 Impacts Study

Through 2021, employers have increasingly reported no
impacts on business operations. The number of employers
reporting termination or amendment to revenue-generating
contracts has declined, as has regulatory restriction of access
to facilities over the course of 2021. Supply chain disruptions continued to impact over one-quarter to one-third of
employers through July 2021, but in August, this percentage
had declined to 15%.

AGI Geoscience Currents: www.americangeosciences.org/geoscience-currents

Data Brief 2021-029; October 18, 2021
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Since February 2021, just less than half of employers reported
increased workloads relative to staffing, which is an increase
over 2020 productivity reporting. In May and August 2021,
about 18% of employers reported excess staffing capacity
relative to workload, which was the lowest since June 2020.
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Background: ©Shutterstock.com/Sergey Nivens. Insets,
left: Megan Amanatides; center: Zsuzsanna Toth (both
submitted to AGI’s 2016 Life as a Geoscientist contest);
right: ©iStock.com/Chris Gramly

Directory of
Geoscience Departments

l Sc

Connected geoscience employers
GOLI
Online Learning Initiative
with those seekingGeoscience
opportunities
by launching the Geoscience Job
Center, with daily updated employment opportunities across the
geoscientific disciplines and sectors,
including positions in academia,
research, government, nonprofits,
and the private sector.
Sample courses:

Credit: AGI, data from AGI’s Geoscience COVID-19 Impacts Study
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Published the Directory of Geo
science Departments, 56th Edition,
the most comprehensive source of
information about geoscience
departments and researchers available, containing a state- and country-sorted global listing of nearly
2,000 geoscience departments,
research departments, and institutes, as well as over 18,000 faculty
and staff.

Hosted an online Critical Minerals Forum titled “Advances in Critical Mineral Research: A Forum in
Memory of Victor Labson,” sponsored by the World Community of
Geological Surveys and organized
by the Geological Survey of Canada,
Geoscience Australia, and the U.S.
Geological Survey.

https://www.americangeosciences.org/workforce/goli
For more information on AIPG and CEUs: https://aipg.org/

Credit: AGI, data from AGI’s Geoscience COVID-19 Impacts Study

•

Sharon Mosher and
Christopher Keane, Editors

DIRECTORY OF GEOSCIENCE DEPARTMENTS 2021

COVID-19 Impacts on Geoscience Business
Operations, January – August 2021

Hosted the six-part UNESCO
webinars series “Earth Materials for
a Sustainable and Thriving Society”
in collaboration with the International Union of Geological Sciences
and the Irish Centre for Research in
Applied Geoscience.

The Future of Undergraduate
Geoscience Education

Extended through March 2022 AGI’s
Geoscience COVID‑19 Study focusing on how the pandemic is changing geoscientists’ work and instructional environments, as well as
impacts to educational pathways
and early-career trajectories in the
geosciences.
GEOSCIENCE CURRENTS

•

Interna
tio

VISION AND CHANGE
IN THE GEOSCIENCES

unit
y

•

Published the National Science
Foundation-supported report,
Vision and Change in the Geo
sciences: The Future of Undergradu
ate Geoscience Education, incorporating input from more than
1,000 members of the geoscience
community to develop a consensus
on the drivers, needs, and strategies
for preparing future generations of
geoscientists, along with tools to
support change in undergraduate
geoscience education.
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EDUCATION AND OUTREACH
•

•

Extended the use of virtual formats
in professional development conducted for Earth science educators,
including the annual AGI/ExxonMobil Geoscience and STEM
Teacher Leadership Academy and
four sets of Virtual Contexts for
Environmental Exploration workshops in association with Somerset
County (Maryland) Public Schools,
ShoreRivers, and the Maryland
Department of Natural Resources
to enable environmental educators
to share place-based environmental
exploration techniques using virtual platforms.

•

Promoted the emerging concept
of geoheritage, which explores the
connection between geology and
human experience, with multi-organizational teams through presentations at the National Science Teaching Association annual conference,
the Earth Educators Rendezvous,
webinars, and more.

•

•

Built on connections generated
through the annual Geologic Map
Day celebration to enhance the
relationship between AGI and the
U.S. Geological Survey’s National
Cooperative Geologic Mapping Program, especially by providing
advisement to the EDMAP program
and diversity, equity, and inclusion
initiatives.
In collaboration with the Education Development Center and the
Groundwater Foundation, provided
over 400 Awesome Aquifer Kits, an
educational tool for hands-on investigations focusing on groundwater
science, to schools in Maryland and
Virginia where children were learning remotely due to restrictions
from COVID‑19.
Developed techniques and tools
for online data collection as a result
of pandemic-related limitations as
part of Streams of Data, a threeyear, National Science Foundationfunded collaborative research
project illuminating approaches
to scaffolding the instructional
uses of scientific data sets made

GEOLOGIC MAP DAY

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15, 2021

Earth’s History — Above and Below
A geologic map is a special kind of map that shows the
nature of rocks and sediments at Earth’s surface and, to some
extent, in the shallow subsurface. Geoscientists build maps
from satellite images, aerial photos, and measurements in
the field. Look closely at a geologic map and you will see
many different colors, lines, and symbols. Each geologic map
is the result of a lot of analysis about the rocks, including
their minerals, fossils, orientations, and structures. Information about the geologic history and map symbols is given
for each map (for the map shown here that information is
on the back of the poster). Geologic maps tell us about the
rock cycle, past and present. Recent deposits can illustrate
how Earth’s surface is changing today.
Geologic Map Day celebrates Earth Science Week’s theme of
“Water Today and for the Future”. Water is one of Earth’s major
agents of change. On this poster the map shows streams
cutting through rocks and shaping the landscape around
Lake Powell. In the Grand Canyon, downstream from Lake
Powell, erosion by the Colorado River has exposed one vertical mile of rock in some places! Water can also have more
subtle effects. It helps earth materials slide downslope. It
can also dissolve rocks at the surface and below the ground.
Even the absence of water has an impact. Arid land is prone
to erosion by wind. Water also plays a big role in building up
the landscape. Sediments deposited in streams, lakes, and
oceans can form rocks in the future. The landscape reflects
ongoing interactions between the power of erosion and
deposition. All geologic maps are snapshots in time.
Large bodies of water like Lake Powell cover some of the
geology in the area on the map. How could you find out
what lies below the water? Glen Canyon Dam symbolizes
many important uses of geologic maps. Development of the
dam would not have been possible without knowing the
integrity of the surrounding rocks. Assessments of geologic
hazards, like faults and landslides, or the impact on groundwater, all involved geologic maps. The millions of tons of
construction materials in the dam were sourced from rock
layers found on a geologic map. Today, the monitoring of
sediments near the dam is part of ongoing geologic mapping. The uses of geologic maps are endless!

U.S. Geological Survey • Association of American State Geologists •
National Park Service • Geological Society of America • NASA •
American Geosciences Institute

Selected area of the Geologic map of the
Smoky Mountain 30’ x 60’ quadrangle,
Kane and San Juan Counties, Utah and
Coconino County, Arizona. This view shows
the geology surrounding Lake Powell, a
human-made reservoir in Utah and Arizona and the second largest in the United
States. Selected geological information
is given on the back of the poster. For a
full description of the geology and the
symbols, including a digital version of the
full map, please visit the USGS National
Geologic Map Database at https://bit.
ly/21xGMD1 or the Utah Geological Survey at https://bit.ly/21xGMD2.

Built to make use of the water resources of
the Colorado River, the Glen Canyon Dam
rises over 216 m (710 ft) in the sandstone
walls of the canyon. Lake Powell started
filling in 1963 and took until 1980 to reach
its high water mark. Today Lake Powell and
the dam provide water and electricity to
millions of people.

Map credit: Doelling, H.H., and Willis, G.C., 2008, Geologic map of the Smoky Mountain 30’ x 60’ quadrangle, Kane and San Juan Counties, Utah, and
Coconino County, Arizona. Utah Geological Survey Map 213DM, scale 1:100,000.

Photo by Michael Collier

A cross section like the one above shows a slice through the Earth to reveal the geology below. Look for the line B-B’ on the map to see the location. The cross section shows the sequence of layers and their thickness
and orientation. To model the subsurface, geologists look closely at the directions and angles of rocks exposed at the surface. Rock cores taken from boreholes allow geologists to make direct observations. Geophysical
techniques (e.g., seismic surveying) use energy waves to explore the subsurface.

available by federal agencies and
other organizations.
•

Organized eight new webinars for
geoscience educators (in a series
that in more than six years has generated over 45 webinars) as part
of the Next Generation Science
Standards in Earth and Space Science Working Group, an ongoing
collaboration with the National
Association of Geoscience Teachers and the National Earth Science
Teachers Association.
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Credit: Earth Science Week 2021 Photography Contest entry by Hafsa Firdaus.

EARTH SCIENCE WEEK
•

In collaboration with 24th annual
Earth Science Week partner organizations, generated a wide range
of online resources, printed media,
events, and activities across the
country and around the world.

Credit: Earth Science Week 2021 Visual Arts
Contest entry by Benjamin Kwack.

•

6

Introduced the Earth Science Week
Online Toolkit, a rapidly growing,
searchable compendium of 45
highly visual resources, including
more than a dozen items dealing
with the Earth Science Week 2021
theme of “Water Today and for
the Future.”

AGI 2021 Annual Report

•

Developed an Earth Science Week
Webinar Series for the general public covering an array of thoughtprovoking, timely topics, including groundwater exploration in
response to humanitarian crises,
water supply issues in the Delaware
River system, the importance and
vulnerability of water supplies, and
the geoscience of caves and karst.

•

Expanded international opportunities for program partners and participants, such as through a new video
contest for American Association
of Petroleum Geologists student
chapters in the Asia-Pacific region,
and facilitated cross-promotion
in dozens of countries worldwide
through information and resources
on the program website, including
the program logo and suggestions
for local program development.

•

Collaborated with the National
Earth Science Teachers Association to solicit authors for a waterthemed issue of The Earth Scientist
to highlight aspects of the 2021
Earth Science Week theme, “Water
Today and for the Future.”

•

Generated new Earth Science Week
classroom media with staff of the
Society for Exploration Geophysicists to show connections between
the work of the Geoscientists Without Borders® program and the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.

Credit: ©Shutterstock/marekuliasz

SCHOLARLY INFORMATION
•

Continued uninterrupted production of GeoRef, the
primary bibliographic database covering the geoscience
literature, currently containing references to more than
4.3 million publications in 44 languages and published
in more than 100 countries, with over 2,000 geoscience
organization subscribers worldwide.

•

Added more than 800 new records to the nearly 39,000
total now featured in the Scientific Ocean Drilling Bibliographic Database, which covers publications in
20 languages, including journals, conference papers,
technical reports and theses and is freely available to
researchers worldwide.

•

Extended updates within AGI’s 10 Online Database
Products, such as CanGeoRef and the Cold Regions
Bibliography Project, as well as its six Open Geoscience
Information Collections, including the Cold Regions
Collection and the Geological Surveys Database.

•

Increased coverage in GeoRef of open-access journal literature to more than 350 journals, each providing openly
available articles including geoscience and general science journals, government report series, newsletters,
and conference proceedings.
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GEOSCIENCE POLICY
•

•

•

Named Laura Szymanski as the
2021–2022 recipient of the William
L. Fisher Congressional Geoscience
Fellowship, enabling the recent
doctorate recipient from the University of Wisconsin-Madison to work
as a congressional staff member,
learn about the legislative process,
and contribute geoscience expertise for a year.

Hosted three policy interns virtually,
including Sarah Swiersz from the
University of Central Florida, who
helped develop the parameters of
a new geoscience legislation database, as well as two geoscience policy interns sponsored by the Paleontological Society, Hannah Kempf
of the University of California, Davis,
and Hunter Olson, recently graduated from Montana State University,
who developed policy analyses and
papers looking at issues and best
practices for conducting science
with and on tribal lands.

Published Geosciences Supporting a Thriving Soci
ety in a Changing World — the quadrennial “critical needs” document authored by AGI member
society representatives to recommend ways that
geoscience can address national priorities — and
disseminated the publication widely, including
to the incoming administration and over 50 geoscience-related congressional committee leaders.

Sarah Swiersz

Hannah Kempf
Geosciences Supporting a
Thriving Society in
a Changing World

Hunter Olson
Image use courtesy of pictured individuals.
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RECOGNITION OF EXCELLENCE
•

Awarded Dr. Marcia K. McNutt, geophysicist and president of the
National Academy of Sciences, the
2021 AGI Medal in Memory of Ian
Campbell for Superlative Service
to the Geosciences, AGI’s highest
award.

•

Recognized Dr. J. Marshall Shepherd, Georgia Athletic Association
Distinguished Professor of Atmospheric Sciences and Geography at
the University of Georgia, as the
2021 recipient of the AGI Award
for Outstanding Contribution to
the Public Understanding of the
Geosciences.

•

Credit: Ohio State University/Jay
LaPrete

•

Credit: Image by Nancy Evelyn/
use courtesy of Marshall Shepherd.

•

Honored Dr. Franklin W. Schwartz, Ohio Eminent
Scholar at the School of Earth Sciences of The
Ohio State University, as the 2021 recipient of
the 2021 Marcus Milling Legendary Geoscientist Medal.

Presented Darcie Fregoe, a sixth-grade Earth
science and social studies teacher at Madison
Elementary School in Massena, New York, with
the 2021 Edward C. Roy Jr. Award for Excellence in K–8 Earth Science Teaching.

Celebrated Aida Awad, Adjunct
Professor at American Intercontinental University, as the 2021 recipient of the William B. Heroy Jr.
Award for Distinguished Service
to AGI.

Image use courtesy of pictured individuals. Credit details as noted.
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DIVERSITY, EQUITY, AND INCLUSION (DEI)
•

Released the Framework for Addressing Racial and Eth
nic Equity in Geosciences Professional Societies — crafted
by representatives from AGI member societies and
signed onto by more than a dozen geoscience organizations to date — which sets a framework for geoscience
societies to proactively cultivate an inclusive profession
that both addresses systemic issues and sets priorities
aimed at increasing equity for Black, Indigenous, and
People of Color (BIPOC) geoscientists and addressing
issues of intersectionality among race, class, disability
status and gender.

•

Established the new AGI Scholarship for Advancing
Diversity in the Geoscience Profession, naming Israel
Jaramillo as the first recipient of this one-time $5,000
award supporting geoscience graduate studies by a
U.S. citizen or permanent resident who self-identifies
as a member of an underrepresented minority (Black,
Indigenous, or Person of Color) and is within two semesters of completing a recognized geoscience program.

•

Awarded one $5,000 AGI Scholarship for Advancing
Diversity in the Geoscience Profession to master’s student Israel Jaramillo and one $5,000 Harriet Evelyn
Wallace Scholarship for Women Geoscience Graduate
Students each to master’s student Hannah Field and
doctoral student Mikaela Pulsipher.

•

Led the work of an intersociety committee and an internal committee on diversity to coordinate the geoscience
community’s efforts to improve diversity, equity, and
inclusion and to support active engagement at all levels
of the profession in advancing these values.

Israel Jaramillo

Hannah Field

SUPPORT THE GEOSCIENCES
Be a champion for AGI partnerships that enrich
geoscience education, workforce, policy, scholarly
information, recognition of excellence, and related
efforts. Join us in this vital work. Please give at
https://www.americangeosciences.org/donate

Image use courtesy of pictured individuals. Photo-filled graphic: AGI/Brenna Tobler
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Mikaela Pulsipher

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
American Geosciences Institute
Fiscal Year 2021 (Oct. 2020-Sept. 2021)

ASSETS

2019

2020

2021*

Cash and cash equivalents

$870,133

$1,756,193

$2,605,347

Accounts receivable

$638,159

$706,039

$640,069

Prepaid expenses and advances

$16,069

$10,290

$14,854

Inventory of publications

$17,073

$20,937

$20,937

$1,541,434

$2,493,459

$3,281,207

$2,861,576

$2,702,404

$2,568,593

Furniture and equipment

$771,212

$626,219

$481,226

Land

$525,032

$525,032

$525,032

$4,157,820

$3,853,655

$3,574,851

Long-term securities

$192,207

$0

$0

Trademark

$108,540

$108,540

$108,540

$4,500,000

$4,500,000

$4,500,000

Software net amortization

$11,479

$0

$19,306

Mineral displays

$13,363

$13,363

$13,363

Total other assets

$4,825,590

$4,621,903

$4,641,209

Total assets

$10,524,843

$10,969,017

$11,497,267

2019

2020

2021*

Accounts payable and accrued expenses

$763,432

$537,473

$386,025

Deferred revenue

$206,053

$147,367

$150,673

$1,785,137

$2,263,968

$1,366,043

$2,754,622

$2,948,808

$1,902,741

$7,608,003

$7,857,991

$9,438,401

$162,218

$162,218

$156,125

Total net assets

$7,770,221

$8,020,209

$9,594,526

Total liabilities and net assets

$10,524,843

$10,969,017

$11,497,267

Current Assets

Total current assets
Property and Equipment
Building and improvements

Net property and equipment
Other Assets

GeoRef database

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
Liabilities

Long-term loans
Total liabilities
Net Assets
Unrestricted – fund balance
Temporarily restricted

*Unaudited
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AGI BOARD OF DIRECTORS, 2020–2021

David R. Wunsch
President

Paul Weimer
President-Elect

Carolyn G. Olson
Past-President

Dennis J. Anderson
Treasurer

Nancy J. House
Secretary

Gordon E. Brown Jr.
Member at Large

Keri A. Nutter
Member at Large

Susan M. Sullivan
Member at Large

Jonathan D. Arthur
Executive Director

Sharon N. Tahirkheli
Interim Executive Director

Ex Officio members:

Daniel D. Domeracki
AGI Foundation Chair

Image credits courtesy of pictured individuals, except as follows: David Wunsch photo: Ambre Alexander/Delaware Geological Survey; Keri Nutter: © Scott Slone,
use courtesy of Keri Nutter; Jonathan Arthur photo: AGI/Geoff Camphire; Sharon Tahirkheli photo: Shaun Hardy.
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AGI FEDERATION
AGI Member Societies

Seismological Society of America

AASP - The Palynological Society

SEPM (Society for Sedimentary Geology)

American Association of Geographers

Society for Mining, Metallurgy & Exploration

American Association of Petroleum Geologists

Society of Economic Geologists

American Geophysical Union

Society of Exploration Geophysicists

American Institute of Hydrology

Society of Independent Professional Earth Scientists

American Institute of Professional Geologists

Society of Mineral Museum Professionals

American Meteorological Society

Society of Vertebrate Paleontology

American Rock Mechanics Association

Soil Science Society of America

Association for the Sciences of Limnology and
Oceanography

United States Permafrost Association

Association for Women Geoscientists

AGI International Associates

Association of American State Geologists

Geological Society of Africa (GSAf)

Association of Earth Science Editors
Association of Environmental & Engineering Geologists

International Association for Geoscience Diversity
(The IAGD)

Clay Minerals Society

International Association for Promoting Geoethics (IAPG)

Council on Undergraduate Research
Geo-Institute of the American Society of Civil Engineers

PMUG (Japanese Society of Geo-Pollution Science,
Medical Geology and Urban Geology)

Geochemical Society

AGI Regional Associates

Geological Association of Canada

Geological Society of Connecticut

Geological Society of America

Geological Society of Washington

Geological Society of London

Western Water Assessment

Geoscience Information Society
History of Earth Sciences Society

AGI Trade Associates

International Association of Hydrogeologists/U.S.
National Chapter

National Groundwater Association

International Medical Geology Association

AGI Liaison Organizations

Karst Waters Institute

Australian Institute of Geoscientists (AIG)

Mineralogical Society of America
Mineralogical Society of Great Britain and Ireland

The National Academies - Board on Earth Sciences and
Resources (BESR)

National Association of Black Geoscientists

Canadian Federation of Earth Sciences (CFES)

National Association of Geoscience Teachers

Consortium for Ocean Leadership (COL)

National Association of State Boards of Geology

Earth Science Information Partners (ESIP)

National Cave and Karst Research Institute

Energistics (Energistics)

National Earth Science Teachers Association

GeoScienceWorld (GSW)

National Speleological Society

U.S. Dept. of Energy (Geothermal Technologies Office)

Paleontological Research Institution

U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)

Paleontological Society
Petroleum History Institute
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Earth Science Week 2021 Visual Arts Contest finalist entry by Justin Xu, from Sugar Hill, Georgia.

American Geosciences Institute
4220 King Street, Alexandria, VA 22302
(703) 379–2480 • www.americangeosciences.org
For direct links to more information on the many programs, opportunities, resources, and initiatives
mentioned here, see the report online at https://www.americangeosciences.org/annual-report.

